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Vision & Mission Statement
Renew Atlanta Bond and TSPLOST will be the industry capital program delivery

standard of excellence with consistent high quality and value that delivers innovation,
sustainability and equity to our community.

The City of Atlanta’s Renew and TSPLOST programs strive daily to earn the
confidence of residents as well as community leadership through innovation and the effective
and efficient delivery of over $500 million of infrastructure. Renew/TSPLOST is reducing the
City’s infrastructure backlog and increasing economic competitiveness, improving health and
safety, environmental sustainability and mobility in our transportation, public buildings and
spaces. Through smart business practice and transparency in operations, we will attract
partnerships in delivery that increase competition while continually assessing quality and
performance. Strong, effective program and project controls, financial management, equity in
design and prioritization of internal and external communication are deeply rooted in a culture
of excellence and integrity. Every day is a day of accomplishment.

Integrity Quality/Value Innovation Equity – A City for Everyone



Key Accomplishments to Date
Renew Atlanta from December 2015 to date:

From to projects active

From to Under Contract

Goal: by end of term

Quick start on TSPLOST

TSPLOST:
MARTA Coordination on TSPLOST

partnership funding from GDOT

Increased competition

December 2017 Diversity Payments Issued:

North Avenue Smart Corridor – 3 awards…and
counting!

Equity in Design

Traffic signalization improvements, including
TSPLOST operational cost capitalization

Citywide impact

Resurfacing: under
contract/complete

Traffic management: under
contract/complete

Safer Roads Challenge designation

Lead development of MARTA IGA

Governance – Multilayered internal and
external, Project Control Board, City Council,
Internal Audit, Infrastructure Stakeholder
Committee, Finance and ACP Infrastructure
Task Force

Martin Luther King, Jr. Recreation & Aquatic
Center completion

109 miles paved or underway

30,101 linear feet of repaired or new sidewalk
complete or underway

5 bridges underway/under design

68/900 signals improved /connected (includes TCC)

14 complete streets under design

9 facilities renovated

15 facilities underway

12 art projects underway

17 art pieces restored

Project Snapshot to Date
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Why
North

Avenue?

North Avenue is the first major corridor located in the Midtown “smart
zone” that we are actively working on to collect real-time data and
demonstrate how we can use it to improve the corridor across our mobility,
public safety, and environment pillars.



A public demonstration and “living lab” for IoT deployment,
data collection/analytics, autonomous vehicles, and

partnerships.

Connected and
coordinated traffic signals
with advanced traffic
responsive signal timing

Deploy smart city data
platform and demo open
APIs, advanced analytics
and data visualization tech

APIsAPIs

100+ IoT sensors (see,
hear, smell) along 5
miles, 18 signalized
intersections)

Re-pave, re-stripe,
repair the entire
corridor and upgrade
street signs

Citizen kiosks delivering
wayfinding, transit
updates, emergency
messages, etc.

North Avenue is the first major corridor located in the Midtown “smart” zone that we
are actively working on to collect real-time data and demonstrate how we can use it to
improve the corridor.



Members actively work together to create a measurable and
sustainable impact in road safety by:

Leveraging member companies’ collective intellectual capital
and expertise to advance best practices for companies and
their fleets

Addressing strategic road safety challenges in select
locations by working with local government and
stakeholders

Identifying actionable insights through data collection and
management to advance innovative solutions

Collaborating with the broader road safety community to be
the leading voice for the private sector

FEBRUARY 21, 2017
Washington, D.C. – Together for Safer Roads (TSR), a coalition of global private sector
companies, is partnering with three cities around the world — Atlanta, Ga., USA; São Paulo,
Brazil; and Shanghai, China — to identify and address the cities’ strategic road safety
challenges.

Increased Safety

Together for Safer Roads is an innovative coalition that brings
together global private sector companies, across industries, to
collaborate on improving road safety.



We demonstrated the power of advanced data analytics by
examining the root cause of vehicle crashes, developing forecasting
models to predict them and insights to prevent them.



We partnered with TSR (i.e. IBM, AIG) to demonstrate the power of
advanced data analytics by examining the root cause of vehicle crashes,
developing forecasting models to predict them and insights to prevent
them.



City of Atlanta Partnerships:

Event management – traffic
management for special events

North Avenue Smart Corridor – AV,
connected vehicles, data analytics

Campbellton Road Smart Corridor –
transit

Buckhead – traffic management

Ted Turner Drive – sustainability

Freight Corridor – TBD

Suite of Smart Corridors



Responds to real-time events on
demand

Real-time optimization of complex,
dynamic traffic flows for all mobility

Expected results:

lower travel times for all users

Fewer stops

Less time idling

lower emissions

Combines artificial intelligence with
traffic theory

Not a fixed timing plan, instead traffic
control that adapts to actual urban
traffic in real-time
Specific for urban road networks of
multiple competing dominant flows that
shift dynamically through the day

North Avenue Adaptive Traffic Control System:
“Surtrac”



Emergency vehicle
preemption, signals change
to green for faster
response times

Infrastructure connected
to vehicles/phone

Travel Safely App

City of Atlanta

North Avenue: “Everything Connected to Everything”



Project Phases
Phase I – Quick deployment with limited infrastructure improvements – technology to aid in signal
communications and detection and automated vehicle demonstration. Ribbon cutting planned for
September 2017.

Phase 2 – Additional technology deployment by end of 2018
LED signal and pedestrian head upgrades
Traffic signal pole replacement
Signal controller cabinet replacement

Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) Full coverage of North Avenue corridor
Vehicle Detectors Detectors to provide counts and signal detection
Pedestrian and Bicycle Detectors Detectors to provide counts and signal detection

Traffic Responsive Signal Timing (TRST) Automated demand adjusted signal timing to achieve
corridor objectives

Transit Signal Priority (TSP) Provide transit vehicles priority at strategic
intersections

Bluetooth Travel Time System Monitor corridor travel times

Communications Wireless and fiber communication with Atlanta Traffic
Control Center

Infrastructure Milling, repaving, and restriping of corridor to facilitate
autonomous vehicle

Autonomous Vehicle Demonstration Connecting GA Tech to Ponce City Market

Sensor Pilot Pilot with GA Tech to collect environmental, pedestrian,
bicycle and vehicle data



Next Steps

Smart Traffic Signals

Communication to Signals (CDMA / 4G, Fiber)

Improved Intersection Detection

Detection for Transit Signal Priority (TSP)

Advanced Detection for Bicycle & Pedestrian

Travel Time Detection

CCTV



Active Management

Peak Hour

Improved timing to address peak hour plans

Special Events

Traffic Responsive Signal Timing (planned & unplanned events)

Detection, response and clearance

Next Steps



Philips Arena, Georgia World Congress Center,
Mercedes Benz Stadium, Centennial Olympic
Park, etc.

Recent active traffic management efforts:

Saturday, August 26th – Atlanta Falcons
first preseason home game

Thursday, August 31st – Atlanta Falcons
weeknight game

Saturday, September 2nd – Chic-Fil-A
College Kick Off Games

Monday, September 4th – Chic-Fil-A
College Kick Off Games

National Football Championship

Super Bowl January 2019 – here we come!

“ I just wanted to express my gratitude on all of the
coordinated efforts that have made real, measurable
improvements to the fan experience coming to and
leaving from our games thus far. The attention to
each detail and the follow up emails and meetings
have been incredibly helpful to make immediate
improvements and to make sure all are aligned on
the playbook we are using. Thank you very much. ”

– Mike Gomes, SVP, Fan Experience,
AMB Sports + Entertainment

“ We had 50 members of the CFP production team in
the city this weekend observing all operations and they
were very pleased with traffic!!

Congratulations on all the great work you and the team
have done!! ”

– Amy Patterson, Manager, Operations &
Logistics, Atlanta Football Host Committee

Smart City Initiatives



City/Partners/Emergency Vehicles Fleet

Dedicated Short Range Communication

Autonomous Vehicles

Fixed Route

Flexible Route

Next Steps



Smart Applications

Smart poles

Smart street lights

Mobile apps

Drones for special
events

Next Steps



Curbside infrastructure management

Next Steps


